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Luoyang, China. Tang Dynasty. 493-1127 C.E. Limestone (3 images) 
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 one of the finest examples of Chinese Buddhist art 

 Housing tens of thousands of statues of Buddha and his disciples 
o There are as many as 100,000 statues within the 2,345 caves, ranging from an 1 inch (25 mm) to 57 feet 

(17 m) in height. The area also contains nearly 2,500 stelae and inscriptions, whence the name “Forest 

of Ancient Stelae", as well as over sixty Buddhist pagodas 
o approximately 1,400 caves 
o in addition to the caves which housed Buddha statues of various sizes, some Buddhist temples were also 

built in open spaces with scenic settings in the same complex. However, these are now mostly in ruins 
o also contains calligraphic inscriptions 

 The images, many once painted, were carved as outside rock reliefs and inside artificial caves 

 The Yi River flows northward between them  . . . The alternative name of "Dragon's Gate Grottoes" derives from 

the resemblance of the two hills that check the flow of the Yi River to the typical "Chinese gate towers" that 

once marked the entrance to Luoyang from the south 

 Throughout the years: patrons and donors included emperors, Wu Zetian of the Second Zhou Dynasty, 

members of the royal family, other rich families, generals, and religious groups 

 This complex is one of the three notable grottoes in China 

Recent history:  

 During the Second Sino-Japanese War, the Japanese looted the site and took many of the statues back to 

Japan. Many of these relics are now in Japanese museums. 

 Vandalism occurred in the 1940s, a result of political unrest.  

o The site was subjected to significant vandalism at several points in its history.  

o Major artifacts were removed by Western collectors and souvenir hunters during the early 20th 

century. 

o  The heads of many statues were also destroyed during the Cultural Revolution. 

o  Two murals taken from the grottoes are reported to be displayed in the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art in New York and the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City, Missouri 

 With the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the grottoes have been declared as 

protected area and are  
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